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ABSTRACT
We are living in this global educated world where everybody lives his/her life with freedom as per the standing constitutional rights of the concerned country. So far as India is concerned, we are now more than 1 Arab 25 Crore in population and this population is increasing day by day. Two-third population of the planet is poor, illiterate and lives a life in a miserable way. Through this paper, I want to attract your attention so that we can work towards the improvement of the society at large. People of India seek justice with the help of concerned governance on certain issues, systems and their control in our country (world, at large), which are posing a serious threat to the people and pushing the coming generations towards the corruption, injustice and uncivilized system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Our India has lots of problems, but biggest one is the fossilized and capitalist systems followed by some uneducated, unethical and hypocritical thinking persons, most of whom are leading the nation. They do not want to establish equality in the country. One is exploiting people to establish a Temple at a place, where someone else is making people fight to erect a Mosque at the same place. I want to know if they establish the same, will it lead to development of our country, and beneficial to the poor people. If the answer is yes then how, if the answer is no, then why we need to establish such a controversial statue. Why a poor has not been developed even after 69 years independence of the country, the reason is the fossilized and capitalist systems in the country which is responsible for their poverty since a poor person very easily believe/adopt such type of fossilized culture, thinking that this will develop him/her. He/she do so because he/she is illiterate. Therefore, the education should be free so as to educate them for their development.

Why the system gives endowment money to the already settled persons or their own persons? Why it is not given to the poor people to develop and educate their children. In my view there should be strict control on capitalist and fossilized systems in the country.

Act is needed to be established to prevent such fossilized/capitalist systems in the country to develop the people’s life standard. Government should try to establish a fruitful and equal system for one and all.

The following Act should be included in the Indian constitution:
(a) Excess money control Act- There should be a control on the extent of money the richer persons can have. Control should be applied on one’s earning as per the total population and earnings of the country, balancing the money system in the society.
(b) Excess endowment control Act- Control on excess gift/endowment given by business mind to the unused trust/political party/temple etc.
(c) Fossilized control Act- Control on the useless establishment of the temples/nonsense astrologer/ blind faith/ etc.

These three Acts will control the misbalanced or corruption and remove the fossilized culture from the society. In the country so many cases are pending where there is nothing or no advocacy seen to solve the cases. I advise to open quick decision making courts where there should be no fees and the advocates should be the govt employees to solve the cases or pending cases particularly in the field of education, services, and poor persons for their rights. Why our Adivasi live a wild life in this global educated world that is the reason. Therefore, the main aim of this paper is to be analyzed the fossilized, capitalist systems, and their control to be established equality in the country with the help of concerned governance.

II. DISCUSSION
If anyone starts to think about the nation, our nation will be richest and fully developed country in all areas of the world than that of your so called developed United States of America (USA) where their own original people (natives) live a wild life who have not been developed in this global educated world even today. Question is why not. The reason is that the people who are holding or hold the superior position in that country, either they are not the original of the country or not from the society of those people. Yours so called developed USA called these people as Red Indian. I want to know the President of USA what step has been taken to develop them in your country. In my view USA is not the developed country of this world until unless develop their own people who are living with a wild life even in this global educated world. Same situation happen in our India, the poorest people live a wild life, some of which our Govt call Adivasis and some Naxalites. Why the Govt does not develop these people in this global educated world even today. I would like to know the Prime Minister of India who has given the power to the development of the weaker sections of the country under Indian constitutional Act. What educational institutions have been setups by our Govt to educate them without any fees utilizing the business minded people’s money? The Govt should try to educate them to think about their rights. What sources have been developed by our Govt to develop them?

In very simple Mathematical/Scientific view, one person has developed his/her mind in the field of business, one in the scientific search, one in art (film star) and one in the field of social welfare. If they are earning huge amount of money through these media and getting lot of income say Rs 1 Crore/pm or lot of profit. The 70% part of their profit should be gone to the govt account. This will be used to the development of the weaker sections of the country particularly in the area of education to be educated them and opening the new sources. After this fact the country will be a richest and fully developed in the world.

Looking on the tax, where the Govt got the money to develop the country. Every serviceman is paying tax to the Govt; however the business men are not paying the tax. A farmer, a worker on the road, a teacher, a scientist, an engineer, and a social thinker is also paying the tax. Why a business men saying I am paying the tax to the Govt. If they are earning the enormous amount of money by their system, then, why not paying the 70% part of their income to the country. If we look on a researcher where his /her mind developed in the field of scientific search who spending of his/her whole life in the searching of new thing through his/her mind to improve the life standard and to get easily the things. If his/ her search is useful to this world then we confer a Nobel award just 5-6 Crore rupees. Is he/she kept this money in his/her pocket? Never and give to the charity to help the people of the country. If the same things happen on a business minded, then what will be? Better is to convert his/her business as public sector rather than private sector to handle under the Gvt rules/constitutional rights and giving such an award like Nobel in the field of business where his/her mind develop. The salary of the working persons in the private and the Govt sector should be same and who have done the innovative work in his/her field, should be given promotion and excellence award. The age of retirement of the working persons should be as per the availability of sources, population and situation of educated youth in the country in all sectors. Under what constitutional Act the Govt of India has increased the age of retirement i.e. 65 years in the educational Institutions/Universities though the educated unemployed youth increasing day by day. It is unjustified to the educated unemployed youth of the country. It is a death blow for the educated unemployed youth. It indicates the faulty governance system. It should be noted that the corrupted leader should not be allowed to re-enter in the politics. If he/she already a corrupted leader, how he/she can provide the good governance and policies to the public of the country. I want to know the Chief Election Commissioner of India who has given the power under Indian constitutional act, under what constitutional act a corrupted and criminal leader re-enter in the politics. What steps have been taken to restrict the corrupted and criminal leaders in the politics? Don’t destroy the Indian constitution. The leader should be a well-qualified, and having the guts of knowledge thinking about the development of the nation rather than to fillups their own pockets/chairs.

Similarly in the country several Babas(Gurus) opened their trust on the name of charity, yoga, sermon for the public, and side by side making business and becoming rich. People comes thinking that these Babas are the actual Baba. Why the young educated people are not gives the authority in such type of trusts. The fact is that the business minded people comes in the trust who have the excess money so that they are little in stress and come with such type of person, thinking that the stress will remove since we are going in the trust of Baba and he/she will solve our stress problem. It is a scientific fact that their 50% stress already over, due to this thinking that the person says Baba will solve our physical/mental problems. Question is why not a poor coming in his/her trusts. Why a prime minister, president, justice, professor, a scientist not gives the endowment/gift to such type of trust, the reason is that they do not have such huge amount of money or does not come in the rights. These are the following lines said by a person that

*Life is all about letting go of the past and grabbing hold of the future.*
*The rung of a ladder was never meant to rest upon*
*But only to hold your foot long enough to put the other foot higher.*
They are ruining the lives of the people of the country and pushing the coming generation towards the more fossilized system.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Based on this study the following conclusions have been drawn.

Fossilized, capitalist system must be stopped by the concerned Govt of the country for the justification of the coming generation towards equality.

The union Govt should establish such Act to control the corruption, fossilized, capitalist and endowment system in the country to enjoy this wonderful environment of natural gift.
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